ABSTRACT / The degree to which human modifications in the coastal zone have increased or decreased coastal erosion rates is difficult to determine owing to the short time period for which shoreline-position data are available. This limitation is circumvented in areas where long-term recession rates can be determined from geologic data. Three such areas from Matagorda Bay have been examined to determine the temporal variation in recession rates over the past several thousand years. Preliminary results indicate that recession rates over the past century may be 30% to 40% greater than those of prehistoric time_ Although additional data are needed, it is suggested that accelerated rates result from human modification of the coastal zone, and that in the future increased recession rates can be anticipated.
Introduction
Shoreline erosion and recession represent a serious environmental problem in the Texas Coastal Zone. Understanding of the processes responsible for shoreline recession depends not only on analysis of the lateral variation in recession rate but also on an analysis of the temporal variation of rate for any specific area. Recession rates commonly are determined through comparison of a chrononological sequence of charts, maps, and/or aerial photography. Determination of the temporal variation of rate with such data are limited by the short time period over which measurements are taken. In many cases, accurate coastal charts are available for only a century or so, and aerial photographs are available for only a few decades. As a result, the use of historical data for analysis of variation of recession rates in most areas is limited. McGowen and Brewton (1975) examined historic shoreline changes in the Matagorda Bay area, Texas. They indicated that between 1856 and 1957 erosion was a natural process along the Gulf shoreline and that erosional shoreline trends were established at least 118 years ago before arty significant modification of the coastal environment by man. Given their data on historic recession rates, one may then question whether the rates of erosion determined reflect natural conditions or if they have been significantly accelerated or decelerated by the activities of man. Comparison of long-term recession rates (encompassing several millenia) with short-term recession rates (several decades) along three sections of Matagorda Peninsula provides a temporal context in which the short-term data can be evaluated.
Geological Setting
Matagorda Peninsula is a narrow barrier [peninsula] which separates Matagorda Bay from the Gulf of Mexico ( 1). This segment of the coast has been migrating landward for several thousand years. Shoreline recession is a result of daily removal of sediment along the beach by waves and transport of sediment bayward into Matagorda Bay during hurricanes. Numerous hurricane surge channels, which cross the peninsula normal to the Gulf shoreline, attest to the frequency of this catastrophic process. Matagorda Peninsula is a sand body that overlies older bay muds which accumulated in Matagorda Bay. These muds have been overridden progressively by the peninsula during its landward retreat. Bay muds in turn overlie an irregular surface developed on Pleistocene sediments which were weathered and dissected during the Wisconsin lowstand of the Gulf of Mexico. Most of Matagorda Peninsula is in an erosional state and has been so for many decades. This is due to several processes described by McGowen and Brewton (1975) which include: (1) a deficit of sand-size material made available to littoral currents from erosion of shelf and shoreface sediments and from rivers to the northeast, and (2) human activities such as construction of dams across major fluvial systems, rice farming adjacent to major streams which requires' large volumes of water, construction of jetties, and river diversion. Analysis of the relative importance of these factors is possible through the determination of temporal variation in erosion and recession rates.
Central Matagorda Peninsula
Recession rates spanning a 900-year period can be estimated for Central Matagorda Peninsula. In this area the subaerial vegetated barrier is separated from the subaquaeous muds of Matagorda Bay by a broad, fiat, sand platform which extends from the lagoonward margin to water depths of 1 meter. This platform terminates abruptly as water depths increase to nearly 3 m; bay muds accumulate at these depths (Fig. 2) . Shoreline retreat in this alea is accomplished primarily during the passage of hurricanes when the beach and shore-
